
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
Megastar Jackson Wang set to host 

TEAM WANG records (Human Remix) 
party at MARQUEE Singapore  

Resident DJ FVDER, celebrated beatboxer Dharni and a 
line-up of international artistes to perform at the event as 

a celebration of up-and-coming talents 

 

   
Celebrity Jackson Wang is set to present the first international showcase of TEAM WANG records (Human Remix) 

at MARQUEE Singapore (photo credits TEAM WANG records; Marina Bay Sands) 

 

Singapore (28 July 2022) – Global pop sensation Jackson Wang will host a night to remember at 
MARQUEE Singapore on 6 August as the nightclub welcomes the artiste for a thrilling showcase 
of up-and-coming talents. Titled TEAM WANG records (Human Remix), Wang is the first 
international celebrity slated to hold a party at MARQUEE since its opening in 2019.  
 
This showcase marks Wang’s second TEAM WANG records (Human Remix) event, which is a 
place for HUMANS from different fields/ different industries to REMIX – connect, inspire and remix 
their thoughts and visions. Through the perspective of live music performances, Human Remix 
aims to create a shared space for artists to contribute inspirations, while providing an immersive, 
multi-layered nightlife experience. 
 



 
With the stage set for Singapore this year, joining hands with Wang are MARQUEE’s acclaimed 
resident DJ FVDER, world-renowned beatboxer Dharni, Wang’s longtime collaborator and music 
producer BOYTOY, as well as singers Laurie and XENZU. 
 
Both self-taught, homegrown talents, the performance by DJ FVDER and Dharni will transcend 
various genres in a celebration of Singapore’s burgeoning music scene. This electrifying 
collaboration combines the spell-binding tunes spun by DJ FVDER with the intricate and energetic 
vocal beats of Dharni – sure to capture crowds and ignite dance floors. 
 

  
(from L to R): Human Remix celebrates local talent as Wang shares the stage with MARQUEE’s acclaimed resident 

DJ FVDER and world-renowned beatboxer Dharni for a spectacular night of revelry 
 

DJ FVDER is known for his high-energy sets that fuse diverse genres into one concoction that 
gets the party started, including house, nu-disco, hip-hop, trap, Baile Funk, and neo-soul. He has 
since shared decks with the likes of A$AP Mob, DJ Craze, Virgil Abloh and the Higher Brothers. 
 
Similarly, beatboxer Dharni is lauded as one of Singapore’s most prominent musical exports in 
the last decade, having won and judged numerous international beatboxing competitions 
including the prestigious Grand Beatbox Battle Championship. Currently based in Poland, this 
legendary veteran of the beatboxing realm has performed with famous musicians such as Kanye 
West and Mariah Carey.  
 
Music producer BOYTOY will also be helming the decks alongside FVDER and Dharni, while up-
and-coming singers XENZU and Laurie – who had performed on Chinese television channel 
Zhejiang TV’s New Year Countdown Concert – will be belting out latest hits at the party.  
 
Jackson Wang, who last visited Singapore in 2018 as part of his K-Pop boy band GOT7’s tour, is 
returning solo from 2 to 10 August 2022 with the Singapore Tourism Board (STB) to feature the 
country’s refreshed destinations. 
 



 
Limited tickets will go on sale soon at MARQUEE Singapore’s website as well as at the door on 
the day of the event. Guests are encouraged to come dressed in black for the event. For updates, 
follow MARQUEE on Instagram (@marqueesingapore) or visit the website.  
 

Ticket Category Ticket Price 

General Admission S$60 for ladies 
S$80 for gentlemen 

Priority Entry S$200 

General Admission (at the 
door on event day) 

S$70 for ladies 
S$90 for gentlemen  
*Includes one standard drink 

*Prices indicated excludes S$5 booking fee 
 
MARQUEE, which is currently open on Fridays, Saturdays and the eve of public holidays from 
10pm till 6am, offers guests an immersive party experience with its state-of-the-art technology 
and cutting-edge sound across 2,300 square metres. In addition to the eight-armed Ferris wheel, 
the Big Q, partygoers can experience an exciting ride down the three-story spiral slide, Sunny 
Slide Up, which offers unparalleled views and endless photo opportunities.  
 

### 

 
About Marina Bay Sands Pte Ltd 
Marina Bay Sands is Asia’s leading business, leisure and entertainment destination. The integrated resort features 
Singapore’s largest hotel with over 2,200 luxurious rooms and suites, crowned by the spectacular Sands SkyPark 
and iconic infinity pool. Its stunning architecture and compelling programming, including state-of-the-art convention 
and exhibition facilities, Asia’s best luxury shopping mall, world-class dining and entertainment, as well as cutting-
edge exhibitions at ArtScience Museum, have transformed the country’s skyline and tourism landscape since it 
opened in 2010. Marina Bay Sands is dedicated to being a good corporate citizen to serve its people, communities 
and environment. As one of the largest players in hospitality, it employs nearly 10,000 Team Members across the 
property. It drives social impact through its community engagement programme, Sands Cares, and leads 
environmental stewardship through its global sustainability programme, Sands ECO360. For more information, 
please visit www.marinabaysands.com 
 
About TEAM WANG records  
TEAM WANG records is a Chinese music label founded by Jackson Wang, with the ambition of bringing Chinese 
music onto the world stage and thus reaching a wide, global audience. Artists signed to the label includes Jackson 
Wang, PATHEPACK, and more. 
 
Media Enquiries  

Foo Zi Min   (+65) 9007 6668 / zimin.foo@marinabaysands.com  

Yuki Ling   (+65) 9489 0858 / yuki.ling@marinabaysands.com 
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